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ABSTRACT. Algebraic, graphical, chart and numerical methods of minimisation 
of llooloan Functions have been ])roposed by several authors (Karnaugh, 1963; McClusky 
1950; 8haimoii, 1938; staff of Harvnrd computation laboratory, 1951 and Troye, 1969). These 
m(5t hods aim at improving tho design of switching circuits which are extensively employed 
now a days in digital equipments. In the present pai>er wo shall put forward a method of 
minimisation which has been developed by a combination of the principles underlying the 
methods of Svoboda and McClusky. In particular, a procedure has been suggested which 
roducoH to a groat extent the number of trial-repetitions required to minimise functions which 
form into a cyclic hasiiJ coll <;hart.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
(a) 7^he m in h m l form
Functions of Boolean variablos, like the variables tlicniselves, express the 
states of binary quantities. The function can have only two values 1 or 0, cor­
responding to ih(‘, presence or abseiuie of a partiiailar state. A convenient way 
of describing tlie lunetion is to specify in a table the value of the function for 
each combination of input- conditions, such as shown in Table 1, for a three variable 
function
TABLE I
.7;, / Mint/crTTiK
Decimal 
equivalent 
values uf 
minterms
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 •I? 2^ <{ 1
0 1 0 0 2
0 1 1 1 3
1 0 0 1 4
1 0 1 0 XiX'.X:i 5
1 1 0 0 XiX2x':i 6
1 1 1 1 xix,x:i 7
34
In canonical form, /  can be expressed as
f  — X ^  3"i"^ 2^
=  S (0, 3, 4, 7)[decimal mode of writing/]
The expression for /  derived from the truth table, called the canonical expan­
sion o f / ,  can be written in several reduced forms fty applying few theorems of 
Boolean Algebra. But when the function becomejs complex, algebraic manipu­
lation is not very helpful and we resort to special Ipethods.
Of all the alternative expressions for / ,  we c|ll one (and sometimes more 
than one) the ‘ 'minimal form” which involves a inii|imum number of total opera­
tions. The number of operations equals the sun| total of “ Boolean product” 
operations to realise the reduced minterms and thet“ Boolean sum” operatioiis to 
realise the expansion. It follows from this definition that a minimum of diode 
circuit elements will be required for physical realisation of the function exi)ressed 
in the minimal form.
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(b) Neighbours, cells and weight
The terms of the canonical form of a given /^-variable Boolean function can 
be depicted by nodes of an 72--dimensional cub(\ A single variable is depicted 
by two modes connected by a line. With two variables ajg) we require four 
nodes connected by four lines. When there are n variables, we take ( l i+ l )  vertical 
dotted line, and number then 0, 1,2 , ... from left. We construct ... Uc^
number of nodes over each of these lines respectively and name the nodes with 
binary numbers having no ‘1’ , one ‘1’ , two ‘ I ’s, and so on up to n ‘I’s, i.e. having 
index values r =  0, 1, 2 ..., n, over the ( / i+ l )  vertical lines. These are then 
arranged from top to bottom over any line having increasing decimal equivalent 
value. Lines are then drawn between nodes which differ in exactly one variable 
and no line is drawn further. The vertices of the cube represent all possible 
minterms of the canonical expansion and the cube can be considered to be made 
up of cells (Urbano and Mueller, 1956).
0-cell or vortex -a point ifc =  0
1-cell -a line k =  1
2-cell -quadrilateral fe -  2
3-cell -hexahedron fc =  3
fc-cell k = k
where k denotes the order of the cells.
The nodes or vertices which are joined to a particular node or vertex, are
called the neighbours or adjacent states of the vertex. The total number of
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neighbours belonging to the bofly of the specified Boolean function with reference 
to a particular viu'tox is called the weight of the vertex, and this equals to the 
niimbcn* of 1-cells incident with the vertex.
To illustrate the above terms let us take the function expressed in canonical 
form as
^4, .^ 2, -  L (0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17,
21, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35,
37, 39, 40, 42, 45, 46, 49, 50, 54, 55, 
58,59,60,61,62,63)  ... (1)
We shall find all the cells incident with each vertex and also the weights of 
the vertices.
The above is a six-variable function. In Svoboda’s method the function 
is first projected in a modified Veitch diagram. The different cells are found by 
usijig six contact grids and the weight of each vertex is found by using six direc­
tional grids (Svoboda, 1956 and Choudhury, 1959). Following McClusky (Mc- 
(yluskv, 1956) we shall adopt a method in which the ideas of cells and weight 
can be directly incorporated and which c^ an be easily extended to cover cases 
involving more than six variables.
To start with Table II is prepared as folloAvs:
The decimal numbers corresponding to the verti(^es of the given function 
[Eq. (1)] are entered in column (a) in groups (indicated by separations) having 
mcreasing index values viz., r 0, 1, ... 6.
The combinations entered in cohmm (b) are selected from column (a) taking 
two numbers having index values r and r+ 1  respectively when
if, (2)
where fc =  0, 1,2 ... and ilfr -^i, Nr are numbers belonging to the groups having 
index values r +  l and r respectively. The terms in column (b) will then show all 
possible 1-cells present in the given function. The difference expressed by Eq.(2) 
is entered within brackets. Thus 1 and 3 form a 1-coll, but 1 and 10 will not 
form a 1-cell.
The combinations in column (c) are derived from column (b), taking two 
terms from any two consecutive groups (i.e. on two sides o f a separation line) 
when their first difference (Eq.(2)] tally and the second difference between leading 
numbers is again positive and equals 2*, (A; == 0, 1, 2, ...), these differences being 
indicated in brackets. The terms in this column show all possible 2-cells present 
in the given function. We need only enter cells whose vertices form an increasing 
sequence of decimal numbers.
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Similarly, column (d) has been prepared from column (c) when both the first 
and second differences tally and the third difference between leading numbers is 
again 2*. The term in column (d) shows the only 3-ceil present in the function.
Check marks are placed at any stage of combination when cells of a given 
A;-value combine to form a cell of next higher ord< .^ Wo also check mark the cells 
which will give rise to alternative modes of formfttion of any higher order A;-ceil. 
Thus 1-cells 0, 1 (1) and 16, 17 (1) and also 0, 16(16) and 1, 17 (16) are check 
marked since they form the 2-cell 0, 1, 16, 17 (^  16). The unchecked cells are 
called the basic colls or the prime iruplicants off the given function.
Column (b) of Table II contains all information about the neighbours and 
weight o f each vertex. The number of times 4 given vertex combine in this 
column is equal to its weight and the companions are its neighbours. Thus the 
vertex 1 has neighbour 0 in the top group and 3, p, 17, 33 in the group just below 
the top, and we need not look down the column fi|fter the 1-cell 1, 33 (32), because 
1 can never occur below this term. Hence weight o f I is 5. Thus one can quickly 
compute the weight of each vertex, and find its neighbours, as listed in Table III.
T H E  M I N I M I S A T I O N  M E T H O D
The determination o f minimum sum essentially consists of selecting a 
minimum number o f basic cells so that their sum gives the specified output for 
all combinations of input variables.
TABLE II
Determination of cells
( « ) n/ (6)V (C)
On/ 0,1,16,17(1.16)—W
W 0,8(8) ^ 0,1,32,33(1,32)— F
Sv' 0.16(16) „/ 0,8,16,24(8,16)— C7
16 /^ 0,32(32) ^ 0,8,32,40,(8,32)—r
32 1. 3(2),^ 1,3,33,35,(2,32),^
3 n/ 1. 5(4)^ 1,3,5, 7,(2,4),g»
Sn/ 1,17(16) >/ 1,6,17,21(4,16)—.9
10^/ 1,33(32),^ 1,5,33,37(4,32) ^
12^ 8,10(2) 1,17,33,49(16,32)—«
17>/ 8,12(4) s/ 8.10,24,26(2,16)—Q
24^ 8,24(16)J 8,10,40,42(2,32)—P
33 /^ 8,40(32),/ 8,12,24,28(4,16)—0
34 16,17(1)^ 32,33,34,36(1,2)—jV
40 V 16,24(8) J 32,34,40,42(2,8)—
32,33(1) /^ 3,7,35,30(4,32)
21V 32,34(2),,/ 5,7,37,39(2,32)
26 V 32,40(8) ^ 10,26,42,58(16,32)—£
r == 0
r 1
r 2
1.3,r),7,33,:ir),37,39(2.4,32)—^
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TABLE ll~-(contd.)
D otorm in atiou  o f  cells
(«) id)
r 3
r =  4
28^
35^
37^
49 v/
50 V  
35^ 
29 ^
30*^
39 ^
4 5 ^
4 0 ^
54^
58^
60
5 5 ^
6 9 ^
61
62 ^
63 ^
3,7(4) ^  
3,35(32) v/
/5J(2) s/ 
5,21(16)^
5,37(32)
10,26(16)^
10,42(32)^
12,28(10)^
17,21 (4) 
17,49(32)^
24,26(2)^
24,28(4) 
33,35(2) ^
33,37(4)^
33,49(16),^
34,35(1),^ 
34,42(8)^
34,60(16)J  
40,42(2)
7.l5(8)-~6 
7,39(82) v/ 
21,29(8)-~</. 
26,30(4) 
26,58(32) 
28,29(1) v/ 
28,30(2)^  
28,60(32)^
36,39(4) J  
37,39(2)
37,45(8)-~<2 
42,46(4) ^
42,58(16),;
50,54(4)
60,58(8) ^  
29,61(32),;
30,62(32) ^  
39,56(16)—-r  
45,61(16)—X  
46,62(16)^
64,65(1)^ 
64,62(8) ^  
58,59(1)J  
68,62(4)^ 
60,61(1)^ 
60,62(2)^  
66,63(8)J  
69,63(4) ^  
61,63(2),^ 
62,63(1)V
24,26,28,30(2,4)—K  
33,35,37,39(2,4) ^
34,42,50,58(8,16)— J  
26,30,58,62(4,32)— 7
28,29,60,61(1,32) - H  
28,30,60,62(2,32) G
42,46,58,62(4,16)— 7^  
50,54,58,62(4,8)— 7 ;
54,65,62,63(1,8)— /^
58,59,62,63(l,4)-77
60,61,62,63(1,2)-- B
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TABLE III
Determination of weight and neighbours
39
Vertex Neighbours Weight
0 1, 8, 16, 32 4
1 0, 3, 5, 17, 33 5
8 0, 10, 12, 24, 40 5
JO 0,24,17 : 3
32 0, 33, 34, 40 J 4
3 1,7,35 1 3
5
<
1,7,21,37 / 4
10 8, 26, 42 ^ 3
12 8, 28 i 2
17 1,16,21,49 4
24 8, 16, 26, 28 4
33 1,32,35, 37,49 5
34 32, 35, 42, 50 4
40 8, 32, 42 3
7 3, 5, 15, 39 4
21 5, 17, 29 3
20 10, 24, 30, 58 4
28 12, 24, 29, 30, 60 5
35 3, 33, 34, 39 4
37 5, 33, 39, 45 4
42 10, 34, 40, 46, 68 5
49 17, 33 2
50 34, 54, 58 3
15 7 1
20 21,28, 61 3
30 26, 28, 62 3
39 7, 35, 37, 55 4
45 37, 61 2
46 42, 62 2
54 50, 55, 62 3
58 26, 42, 50, 59, 62 5
60 28, 61,62 3
65 39, 54, 63 3
59 68, 63 2
61 29, 45, 60, 63 4
62 30, 46, 54, 68, 60, 63 6
63 56, 59,61,62 4
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McClusky’s method consists essentially of drawing a prime implicant table,
selot^ tiiig the basis rows, then ruling out each row which is covered by another. 
The first ste]) is now repeated and the procedure continued until all the states are 
included or a cyclic prime implicant chart results. Then a trial repetition process 
is followed to obtain the minimal sum.
Fig. 1. The basic-cell chart, the weighting chart and the weight reduction table for the funo- 
tion expressed by Eqn. (1).
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Svoboda follows a few methodical steps realised by applying the contact 
grids and directional grids on a modified Veitch diagram. We shall adapt these 
steps to McClusky’s chart, with some obvious advantages. The method may be 
illustrated by taking the example of minimising the function given in E(|, (1).
A basic cell chart, which is what McClusky (;alls ‘ ‘the prime implicant table’*, 
is first drawn.(Fig. 1), The columns carry at theif heads the decimal numbers 
corresponding to all the vertices which arc coulaiAed in the expression of the 
function and the horizontal rows correspond to ba|ic cells. The vertices which 
combine to form a basic cell are cross-marked at thte intersections with the hori­
zontal row representing the particular basic cell, '’^ u s  the basic; cell Z has been 
formed by combining 1, 3, 5, 7, 33, 35, 37, 39 and classes in the A row are jdaccd 
under these (;ohimiis only and so on for all other r^ws.
We shall now iutrodiico one new chart aufl a tal|le. Over the basic cell chart, 
a weighting chart is })laccd which depicts all the lijBighbours of each vertex and 
hence determines the weight of the latter. This ^hart is drawn from the data 
in Table 111 or directly from column (b) of Tabic II or, if anybody prefers, with the 
help of a Karnaugh map. 8mall circles ai*e entered over each of the vortex of 
the given function in successive horizontal lines so that the circles are located over 
a diagonal line. Crosses entered in the horizontal line are the neighbours of the 
vertex represented by the circle in that horizontal line. Thus, crosses corres­
ponding to I, 8, Hi, 32, are the neighbours of the circle representing the vertex
0. The weighting chart has the interesting property that it is symmetrical about 
the diagonal line.
Below the basic cell chart, a weight reduction table is formed. In the first 
row of tliis table, weights of all vertices computed from the weighting chart are 
entered under (‘orresponding columns.
We shall now ])roceed to utilise Svoboda’s methodical steps (Svoboda, 
private communication) to obtain the minimal form.
F I R S T  S T E P
The terms which arc essential for inclusion in all posvsible minimal forms 
satisfy the theorem:
“ Theorem I: The sufficient condition for inclusion of a term T in (any of) 
the minimal forms of the function is the incidence of the corresponding fc-cell t 
with a vertex V of weight k” .
We begin with cells having smallest weight. If the weight of a vortex is zero 
or one, one always obtains a ternx satisfying the above condition. In Fig. 3 
there is no vertex with weight =  0. The vertex 15 has weight * -  1 ami there 
is the 1-cell b(7, 15) in row (b), which therefore is an essential term. Agam, the 
vertices 12, 46, 49, 59 have weights k — 2, and to each of them is incident one
6
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2-cell in the rows 0(8, 12, 24, 28), F(42, 46, 58, 62), R (l, 17, 33, 49) and C(58, 69, 
62, 63) respe<!tively, and hence they represent essential cells. But with the vertex 
45 having weight k 2, there is no 2-cell incident and hence there is no essential 
term corresponding to this vertex. The vertex 3 has weight * =  3 and there is 
a 3-cell incident with this in the row A(l, 3, 5, 7, 33, 35, 37, 39), which is therefore 
essential. No other vertex of weight i  =  3 satisfies the sufficient condition of
Sc *
F  «6
JKIM
NO ★  /»
<FK:&T
U
Vw
Xyz
a
Fig. 2. The form of the charts after the first methodic step.
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Fig. 3, The form of the charts after the second methodic step.
Theorem I. We do not require to look into the vertices of weights fc =  4, 5. 6, 
since it is evident from Table II, that for the function in question, there is no 
cell of order 4, 5, or 6,
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Thus, by tho first methodic step we have selected rows A, C, F, O, R, b, 
marked by asterisk at the extreme right of the rows (Fig. 2). It is interesting to 
note that this step is identical with the first step in McChisky’s method e.g., 
finding the columns whic^ h conta.hi only one cross and selecting the rows as tho basis 
rows in which these crosses occur.
All the columns in which the essential rows have entries are lined out, because 
the vertices correspoiiding to these columns have become bound to the chosen 
configuration of cells in the first step. The lining out is also extended to the 
weighting it hart so that the free neighbours of the free vortices become apparent 
(see Pig. 2).
Definition : The free v eight W of a vertex is equal to the number of 
1-cells bolojigiag to tho body of tlie Boolean function incident with the vertex Vq 
and incident with W free vertices Fj,  ^w vertices Fi, Fg ... Vyy
are called free neighbours of the vertex Fq.
The redm^ed or the free weights of free vertices are now easily computed by 
counting the number of unruled crosses occurring in the horizontal line for any 
vertex. Thus for tlie free vertex 0. we find the iitimber of unruled crosses is equal 
to 2 corresponding to the free neighbours 16 and 32. Hence the reduced weight 
of the vertex is 2. The weighting chart, therefore, not only enables to compute 
the reduced weight, but also shows which neighbours of a }>articular vertex are 
still free.
The reduced weiglit of each free vertex is computed and entered in the second 
row of the weighting table, under corresponding columns of the vertices. Each 
of the vertices which is bound in the first stop is marked in this table by putting 
a bar under the number representing its weight. The appearance of the charts 
is shown in Fig. 2.
S E C O N D  S T E P
The second step is to select those terms which might be included in at least 
one of the minimal forms. For this we utilise the theorem :
Theorem II : A sufficient condition for a term Tn+i to be included in at least 
one of the minimal forms is satisfied when all the following propositions are true :
(1) The partial form Fn =  T i4 -T 2+ ...+ T n  (corresponding to the body 
of all bound vertices built from cells q, q  ... tn) has been included in one o f the 
minimal forms.
(2) There is ct AT-cell incident with a free vortex Vq, with all free neighbours
Fi, Fg ... F|p, with free vertices F^^.2, ... and with any number of
bound vertices {W ^  K  being the free weight of the vertex Vq).
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(3) There is no fc-cell incident with the Vq ajul with another free vertex 
not belonging to the sot Fq, Fj ...
(4) All i;-oellH incident with F© have k <  K,
(5) The term Tn i^ corresponds to the iST-cell
In Fig. 4, the free vortex 45 has free weight W — 1. It w ill be seen that there 
is a ^L-cell X(45, 61) satisfying the sufficient comHtioiis of Theorem II. Columns 
45 and 61 are lined out and the lining out is extended to the w^eightiug chart.
X X o  
X  O X 
X o x  
X O X 
X o  X
o x  X
X  X X  X o  
X o x
X X  o  X
X  O  X
X X o X X
X o x
X  X O V
X  X  o  X  X
X  X  O  X 
X  o x  X
X  o X  
X  O X  X
o x x x  X ; ________
ff i  a 4 S  t  7  S // /3
): X
X CO 
6 x
X  X
:c X :cx
X X
X X 
X  X
X X X  X  
X  X
X 
X
X X 
X  X  
X  X X  
X  XXX XX
X X
X  X X X 
X
X
X X
X
X
X X
X
X X
X X
2523'^ 333 3 4 ^ _
M
3c33f63/
J3LM
if3 p
4 
35r
yrw
X
yz
Fig. 4. Selection of cell A in the problem of minimising the function expressed in Eq. (iv).
Now. due to ruling out 61. weights of 60 and 29 are reduced further by unity. 
The weights for other free vertices remain unchanged. The free-weights are now 
written in the third row of the weighting table (Fig. 3).
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The vertex 60 has free weight W =  0, but no cell incident on it (e.g,, B, G, 
H)satisfics the sufficient condition of Theorem II, because with B, the vortex 
30 of (} or vertex 20 of H are not covered. Similar arguments apply to cells G 
or H. From the vertices having free weight IF =  1, are incident 2-cells U and 
W with 16; both of these take all the free neighbours—here 0 only— of 16. Also 
K -rr: 2 >  IF =r 1; all ifc -colls havc k ^  K, so that we can take either. But for 
vertex 10, cell L takes its only free neighbour 26, but there is a cell P  incident 
with 10 containing the vertex 40 which is not included in cell L\ hence L cannot 
be included. The vertex 21 has TF =- 1. The cell ‘a’ incident with 21 takes its 
only neighbour 29, its =  1 =  but there is a fc-cell 8  having k =  2 >  K\ 
thus, it cannot be included. We can check similarly why cells incident with 
29, 30, 40 for which W — J, do not satisfy the conditions of Theorem II. But 
cell D incident with 55 having free weight IF =  1, can be included.
Lot us take W, The reduced weights of free vertices are shown in the fourth 
row of the weighting table.
Now, vertex 60 of IF “  0, cannot still be included. With vertices 10, 21, 
29, 30, 40, of weight IF 1, there is no cell incident satisfying conditions of 
Theorem II. With vertex 55 of weight W ~  \ is incident cell D which takes 
55’s only neighbour 54 and for this all k <  K\ so row D is selected. The vertices 
54, 55 are bound thereby. The weights of free vertices arc computed and written 
in the fifth row of the weighting table. Another cell Y incident with 55 cannot 
be included. In the same way row J incident with 50 is sele(»ted and the free 
weights of the free vertices are reduced and entered in the sixth row of the weight­
ing table. Next, row M incident with 32 is selected. The resulting reduced 
weights of the free vertices are shown in the seventh row of the weighting table. 
Now, two cells L and Q incident with 10, satisfy sufficient conditions for inclusion. 
We take L and reduce the weights of the free vertices. Note that when vertex 
40 w^ as unbound, L could not be included as an acceptable cell imddent with 10). 
Next, incident with vertex 30 of W — 0, three cells, names, G, / ,  K  satisfy sufficient 
conditions of inclusion. Let us take f?, since it also bounds the free vertex 60 
of free weight W ^  0. The cells selected at the second step are indicated by twT) 
asterisks.
The form of the chart at this stage is shown in Fig. 3. Two vertices, 21 and 
29 are still free, and Theorem II is not applicable to them.
T H I R D  S T E P
When both theorems I and II cannot be applied any further, the general 
procedure will be to start with a vertex having smallest free weight and pick out 
the minimal form by trying all possible cells covering the neighbours o f the vertex, 
and completing the minimal form for each trial, by a repetition of the second 
methodic step. In case, the second step made after a trial does not include all
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the free vertices, a second trial is to be made, repeating a third step followed by 
another repetition of a second step. From all the trials, we call the one minimal 
which introduces minimum number of operations.
In the example that we have chosen, this stej> is trivial. The vertices 21 
and 29 are selected by cell V/’ marked by three asteriks and there is no other 
alternative.
Thus one of the minimal forms of the Boolean Function given by Eq, (i) is
f  =  R~\ I) ; (first step)
1X 4 I F [ L I (i (second step)
+a  - (third step) ... (iii)i
To write the algebraic equivalent of a basic cell, i|)r example, of the cell F given 
by 42, 40, 58, 02(4, 10) we write fhe leading numl^r 42 in binary form, eliminate 
variable whenever a differejice 2^  appears?^  in the bracket, and for the 
remaining digits ‘ 1’ stands for an unprimed variable and ‘0’ for a primed 
variable.
2^ k Xu Xa x^ i X., X. Xa F
4, 10 2, 4 (p 1 (p 1 0 ^  42
and so on for the other ceils.
We can also obtain alternative minimal forms by interchanging cells without 
increasing the number of operations. Thus, we have seen that interchange is 
possible between W and U or L and (?, which will produce three more minimal 
forms. We also note that if L, M and D arc not eliminated, we could interchange 
J with E producing a fourth minimal form and so on.
M O D I F I E D  T H I R D  S T E P  AND C Y C L I C  B A S I C  C E L L  C H A R T
The third step of trial-repetition in both Hvoboda’s and McClusky’s method 
is not very smooth. In fact when the cyclic basic cell chart (♦) is considerably 
complex, there is no way out to break through the structure in McClusky s method. 
In Svoboda’s method, however, there is one clue: start with vertices of smallest 
weights. At this point a modification might be introduced whi(4i will reduce the 
number of trial repetitions to a great extent. The modification is as follows:
(a) Start always with a vertex having smallest weight.
(b) Select the cell incident with the vertex which includes all the neighbours 
of the vertex. In case there are more than one such cells, selection of any one 
of them will suffice. But, if cells are incident with the chosen vertex which include 
not only the neighbours but other non-neighbour free vertices, select that row 
which includes the maximum number of non-neighbour free vertices. If this
*A basic cell chart is here said to bo cyclic when with none of the vertices is incident 
a cell satisfying the conditions of both Theorem I and II.
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number be the same for more than one eeJl, selection of any one o f them will 
Huffieo.
(c) If a cell incident with a chosen vertex does not include all neighbours, 
select that cell which (‘overs the maximum number of neighbours, and if there 
are more than one such cell, selection of any one of them will suffice. But, if there 
are cells incident with the vertex which not only includes the same maximum 
number of neighbours, but also some other non-neighbour free vertices, select 
that cell which includes the maximum number of non-neighbour free vertices. 
If this latter immbfM* he the same for more than one cell, selection of any one 
of the mwill suffice.
After each selection of a cell in (b) or (c) , reduce the weights of the free 
vertices and repeat the procedure until all the vertices are bound.
To illustrate tht^  above procedure we choose a problem which can not be 
readily solved by McClusky's trial repetition method. McClusky gave an 
approximate solution of this problem by his method of selecting consistent-row 
set (McClusky, 1956),
The problem is to obtain the minimum sum of
/(■^ 3’ 2^’ 1^’ u^) “  (1^  1^’ b, 7, 8, 9, 11,
13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 
23, 24, 25. 26, 27, 28, 29, 30) ... (iv)
The basic-cell chart, the weighting chart, and the weight reduction table are shown 
in Fig. 4. This is a eyclie basic; (;ell chart. Tncident with the vertex 30 of weight 
If ^  3, there are two cells A and Z; neither of them covers all the neighbours 
of 30 viz., 14, 26, 28 so that criterion (b) is not applicable. Since A takes two 
neighbours and also a non-neighbour vertex 24, while Z only one. We select A 
[criterion ((;)J. ColuiriiivS heafling 24, 26, 28. 30 are lined out, lining out extended 
to the weighting charts, reduced weiglits of free vertices are written in the second 
row of the weighting table (See Fig. 4). Now, the vertices 8 and 14 have free 
weight W =  2 and to both of them criterion (b) is applicable. The cell I incident 
with 14 takes two neighbours of 14 viz., 6, 15 and one non-neighbour free vortex 
7. Also, cell W incident with vertex 8 takes the two neighbours of 8-0, 9 and one 
non-neighbour free vertex 1. Hence any one of the cells will do. Let us take I. 
The bound columns are lined out. Weights of the free vertices are reduced and 
enUTed in the third row of the v^ cighling table. Now, vertices 2, 8, 11 have free 
weights 2. We dan take either U or W or G at this stage, since all of them 
cover the free neighbours of 2, 8, 11 respectively and each has one non-neighbour 
free vertex, viz., 16, 1,27 respectively. It is to be noted that vertex 23 also 
has free weight H ^  2, but there is no cell incident covering all the free neighbours. 
Hence it is not considered. Let us take G and reduce the free weights.
The form of the charts after selection of A, I  and G is shown in Fig, 6. Now, 
the vertex 8 has minimum free weight W ^  1. We can select either W or S
[criterion (b)]. Let us take W and reduce weights of free vertices. Selection of 
V IS now unique [criterion (b)]. Weights of free vertices are reduced and shown
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Fig. 5. The form of the charts after selection of cells Ay I^ Q.
in the sixth row of the weighting table. Selection of Y is then unique. Free 
weights are reduced and shown in the seventh row. Then vertices 4, 13. 20, 29 
have weights PF =  2. Both 13 and 29 are covered by J and this cell besides 
providing for the neighbours, also include one non-neighbour free vertex. The 
cell P  incident with 20, also satisfies similar conditions; let us, however, take 
J, This reduces free weights of 4 and 20 to IF =  1. The condition of the charts 
is now shown in Fig. 6. We can include the vertices 4 and 20 at a time either 
by T  or P. Let us take T. The minimal form, therefore, is
f  ^  A + I + O + W + U + Y + J + T  ... (v)
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There are situations when all the alternative minimal forms can be obtained 
directly from one minimal form by interchange of variables or by priming vari­
ables or by both. For example, let us take the four variable function
/(X3, *2, *1, *„) =  (0, 1,3, 5, 8, 10,11,13,15) (vii)
The basic-cell chart, weighting chart and weight reduction table (for two trials) 
are shown in Fig. 7. I f  we start with vertex 0 and select cell A applying criterion
(c) we Hhali olitain the miainium sum as
fi A -\-F+G +E + (viii)
Tho se({U(aioo of o])eratioii is evident from weighting Table I. If, instead of A, 
we start with cell B, we shall obtain the solution (weighting Table II)
f ,  ^  B + H + C + Q +  } (ix)
Now, /a can be directly obtained from / i  by priming and ajid interchanging, 
since the above opeiation will leave the function nnchangt^d; vertices 0, 1 are 
changed with vertices 10, 11 respectively so that cells A ,E ,F  are changed to 
H, /i, (J respectively. This property of tho function is called group invariance.
C O N C L U S I O N
A method of minimisation of Boolean Functions in the form of a minimum 
sum has boon presented in this paper by applying the methodical steps of Svoboda 
on Me dusky’s chart with the help of a weighting chart and a weight reduction 
table. The merit of this method is that it can be conveniently extended to cover 
cases involving more than six variables whereas the application o f Svoboda’s 
method to such cases becomes considerably iiicouvoniout. Furthermore, in this 
method tho basic cells incident with any V(irtex are easily obtained by looking 
along the column representing the vertex, whereas in Svoboda’s method they 
will have to bo searched out by several trials involving tossing and turning o f the 
grids having different combinations.
A modification has been suggested on the third step of trial-repetition, which 
is particularly useful for minimising functions whic^ h form into cyclic basic cell 
charts.
The introduction of weighting chart has greatly systemetisod the advantages 
of the methods of both Svoboda and McClusky.
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